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Mobile networking technologies for use in metropolitan areas are needed to realize IP-based
new-generation mobile networks. For this purpose, provision of high scalability in the number of
mobile devices to be accommodated and the volume of traffic they receive and transmit as well
as low latency in switching connection from one access point to another while accommodating a
huge volume of traffic are of great importance. We proposed a new mobility management architecture where multiple Localized Mobility Agents (LMA) are interconnected on a flat ring to
decentralize location information of the visiting mobile devices and packet forward processing.
Performance evaluations of the packet forwarding and outdoor experimental demonstration
using testbed network were carried out. The proposed Mobile Ring has an advantage in a largescale network that accommodates tens of thousands of mobile devices against conventional
hierarchical networks.
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1 Introduction
Hoping to facilitate the implementation of
new information and telecommunications networks by 2010, researchers are investigating
and developing a range of new networks,
including fourth-generation cellular systems
and the so-called “new-generation network”
(NGN). These researchers intend to apply
Internet Protocol (IP) technology to equip
these networks with the diverse services and
applications now running on the Internet.
However, the Internet was originally designed
based on the assumed use of wired networks;
various modifications and improvements will
therefore be required for the application of IP
to mobile environments. In these new environments, computers and communication termi-

nals will be connected to networks via radio
(an inherently less stable medium than wire)
under constantly changing connection conditions.
With the aim of implementing a mobilecompliant IP network that can be used in large
cities such as Tokyo, this study focused on
two issues: “high scalability” for the handling
of a large number of mobile devices; and
“ensured continuity” to prevent disconnection
of the mobile devices. To address these problems, we have focused research and development on a “Mobile Ring network”, a structure
based on a novel architecture that differs significantly from conventional hierarchical
structures. This article presents an overview of
the relevant technology.
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2 What is the Mobile Ring
network?
2.1 Concept of deployment
Figure 1 shows a conceptual diagram of
the Mobile Ring network. In large cities, metropolitan-area optical ring networks are in
wide use, in which fiber optic connections are
linked in a ring topology. The proposed technology implements the desired network by
placing a newly developed packet-forwarding
device, the Localized Mobility Agent (LMA),
at the nodes of each ring. The LMA connects
base stations of next-generation IEEE802.11,
IEEE802.16 and cellular systems. The ring
network forms an IP sub-network. Mobility
across different Mobile Ring networks and
mobility to and from external networks are
guaranteed by a macro mobility protocol such
as Mobile IP.
When this technology is commercialized,
we will be able to enjoy an enormous array of
services, from Internet video delivery to
videophone via rapid, wireless LANs—even
as we circle the city on the JR Yamanote Line.

What’s more, this technology will not be limited to metropolitan areas; applications will
arise in many locations: commercial buildings,
amusement facilities, along roads or railways,
and in numerous municipalities.
2.2 Scope
The Mobile Ring is a network that can
connect to an arbitrary wireless base station
using IP technology. Two or more Mobile
Ring networks can be used to cover an urban
area［1］ (Fig. 2). The size of a single Mobile
Ring network depends on the traffic to be
accommodated and the transmission and
switching technology available at the time of
its installation. A Mobile Ring forms an IP
sub-network, and the IP address of a terminal
is unchanged as long as it moves within the
Mobile Ring network. In other words, the
Mobile Ring network acts as a so-called micro
mobility network, which takes charge of local
mobility management. On the other hand, the
movement of a mobile device between two
Mobile Ring networks or between a Mobile
Ring network and another network invokes

Fig.1 Mobile Ring network conceptual diagram
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so-called “macro mobility” management. The
IP address of the mobile device changes when
it moves from one network to another. For
example, in the representative macro mobility
protocol, Mobile IP, the home agent (HA)
manages the mobility of the mobile device and
forwards the relevant data.
2.3 Traffic to be accommodated
When we began this research, we performed the following estimation to determine
the approximate amount of traffic that the
Mobile Ring network should accommodate［1］.
According to statistics provided by the Tokyo
Metropolitan Government, there are approximately 800,000 people living and working in
the central Tokyo area per 100 km2 during the
day. Thus, we assumed 1 million mobile
devices per 100 km2. According to the 2001
White Paper on Information and Communications in Japan, approximately 0.4 % of all
mobile phones are active (connected to the
network) at any given time. Thus, we assumed
a connection ratio of 1 %. In terms of the
amount of information transmitted, we considered two cases: 100 kbps, for relatively slow
transmissions such as voice communications;
and 100 Mbps, for high-quality video transmission. We determined that a Mobile Ring
network covering 100 km2 needs to accommodate an estimated 1 Gbps of traffic with
outgoing terminal traffic of 100 kbps, and
1 Tbps of traffic when terminals are operating
at 100 Mbps. Since there will be a range of
data traffic in addition to voice communications, we can conclude that we will need a
Mobile Ring network of at least 1 Gbps,
equivalent to speeds obtained over wires.

3 Why a ring structure?
There are two main approaches to the
implementation of micro mobility［2］.
Tunnel-based approach: The mobility
agent establishes a “tunnel” for forwarding
packets with destination addresses that are
outside of the agent’s network. As long as the
endpoint of the tunnel supports the relevant

Fig.2 Scope of Mobile Ring network

Fig.3 Estimation of traffic accommodated in Mobile Ring network

protocol, the relay nodes do not need to have a
special function for recognizing the tunnel.
Regional Registration［3］ and Hierarchical
MIPv6 are two examples of this approach.
Host-routing-based approach: The mobility agents within the micro mobility network
manage the next hop, which will forward the
packet to the mobile node (MN); these agents
thus relay packets addressed to the MN.
Although it takes no overhead to establish a
tunnel, all nodes need to support the same protocol. Cellular IP［4］ and HAWAII［5］ are two
examples of this approach.
Although each of the above examples uses
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a different route control technology, all
involve the use of hierarchical network structures for local mobility management. As
shown in Fig. 4, the hierarchical approach can
implement simple route management for
routes to the upper hierarchy. When a given
MN is subject to minimal motion, this
approach has the advantage of minimizing the
size of the control message. However, given
the number of registered locations, nodes in
the higher hierarchy must hold a larger
amount of route information. In other words,
the router in the topmost hierarchy needs to
manage the routing information of all lower
mobile devices, which increases the routing
processing load and reduces overall scalability.
Figure 4 shows a topmost router managing
routing information for a number “4 n” of
lower mobile devices. The router looks up the
address of an arriving packet and searches for
corresponding information within the address
information for the 4 n nodes. The load
entailed in this process presents a problem.
The proposed method, on the other hand, distributes routing information management
using a flat network structure (both ring and
linear structures are possible), thus increasing
scalability. In Figure 4, the gateway directly
connected to the external network forwards
the packet into the Mobile Ring network, but
the gateway itself does not do the searching.

In other LMAs that have to perform packetforwarding, since the number of mobile
devices to be managed is distributed (here we
assume that the mobile devices are uniformly
distributed), each LMA needs to perform the
search only for n nodes. In addition, the
Mobile Ring network takes advantage of the
flat structure to implement fast handover, by
forwarding the packets to adjacent LMAs one
after another at wire-equivalent speeds.
The comparison above applies to the IP
layer. Figure 5, on the other hand, shows an
example of micro mobility management within the data link layer. A layer-2 switch has a
logical tree structure based on protocols such
as the Spanning Tree Protocol. The MAC
address learning function efficiently filters
packets addressed to a particular MN. In this
manner, the gateway node does not need to
have the same number of routing entries as the
number of MNs connected within a single segment. This approach appears to be more scalable than the layer-3 approach. However,
when the gateway forwards a packet
addressed to an MN, the gateway needs to
resolve the MAC address of the MN, and thus
needs to hold this address information in an
ARP table. For this reason, the number of
ARP entries increases according to the number of active MNs connected in a single segment.
In existing fixed networks, addresses of

Fig.4 Example of layer-3 micro mobility

Fig.5 Example of layer-2 micro mobility

network
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network nodes to be assigned associate with
the network topology. Thus, the routing information can be aggregated by arranging the
network in a hierarchical structure. This structure offers significant advantages in terms of
scalability with an increasing number of terminals. On the other hand, in a mobile network where the mobile devices move freely,
the address of a mobile device is not necessarily compatible with the address architecture of
the network to which it is currently connected.
Thus, a hierarchical topology has fewer
advantages than in a fixed network; furthermore, a mobility agent in the upper hierarchy
is required to manage the location registration
information of all lower mobile devices.

Fig.6 Configuration of Mobile Ring network

4 Operating mechanism of
Mobile Ring network
To address the bottleneck issue discussed
above, we have proposed a new mobility management method within a large-scale micro
mobility network［6］. This approach uses a flat
network architecture (shown in Fig. 6) to
“delocalize” the routing information. We
assume that the ring network in the figure is of
a scale enabling an MN entering the management area to move about the area for a given
period of time—here, the scale corresponds
specifically to that of a metropolitan area. The
location information of the MN is registered in
a dedicated mobility agent referred to as the
Localized Mobility Agent (LMA).
The LMA rapidly forwards packets within
the ring and also delivers packets to the access
network to which the registered MN is connected. The LMA has location information
only for registered MNs. One of the LMAs
operates as a gateway (GW) to the external
networks; it delivers the packet from an external network to the MN and from the MN to
the external network. The packet is forwarded
in a one-way direction within the ring. When
an LMA receives a packet from an adjacent
LMA, it transfers the packet to the next adjacent LMA in the forward direction and determines whether the destination address of the

packet is registered. If the address is registered, it also transfers the packet in the direction of the access network to which the MN is
connected. All packets are subject to transfer
control to ensure that they precisely follow the
correct paths.
Even when the mobile device moves and
one controlling LMA is switched for another,
the packet is transferred within the ring network as described above in a short time without requiring routing processes; a mobile
device can thus receive the packet from the
second LMA. On the other hand, a hierarchical network requires modifying the route of
the packet forwarding. The Mobile Ring network thus offers the added advantage of faster
handover relative to a hierarchical network.
As shown in the example above, the LMA
and GW do not resolve the MAC address of
the destination MN. This is the essential difference between the Mobile Ring network and
a layer-2 ring network such as RPR, where the
local stations on the ring and the remote client
bridged by the station require the MAC
address of the destination host. The proposed
method does not need to cache all MAC
addresses of the destination MNs that the GW
has resolved. This mitigates the type of bottleneck that would otherwise become increasingly problematic with an increasing number of
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MNs. Furthermore, in addition to the unicast
communication described above, the system
can be extended such that multicast addresses
are registered in a binding list, allowing for
multicast communication through the same
mechanism applicable to unicast traffic.

5 Evaluation
5.1 Comparison between the Mobile
Ring and hierarchical networks
In the early stages of research, we installed
LMAs in Linux PCs to verify the basic functions of the Mobile Ring network and to compare its performance with that of a hierarchical
［7］. Figure 7 shows the configuranetwork［6］
tion of the Mobile Ring network, and Figure 8
shows the configuration of the hierarchical
network. To prepare the same conditions for
the two systems, we used four LMAs in the
Mobile Ring network and four FAs in the hierarchical network. Table 1 shows the specifica-

tions of the LMAs in the Mobile Ring network
and the GFA, the RFAs, and the FAs in the
hierarchical network. Each node of the hierarchical network is installed with HUT
Dynamics［8］ software to form a hierarchical
Mobile IP network.
In the experiment, packets with frame
sizes of 1,500 bytes were transferred from a
correspondent node (CN) on an external network to an MN (via the GW and the LMA).
The maximum number of MNs per LMA was
set at 100,000, and the maximum number of
active MNs was set to 10,000. With this system, we measured the throughput of the link
between the LMA and its subsidiary access
network. Similarly, in the hierarchical network
the frames were transferred from an external
network to the MN (via the GFA, the RFA,
and the FA). Figure 9 shows example results.
In the hierarchical network, throughput rapidly decreases when approximately 6,000 MNs
are registered. On the other hand, the Mobile
Ring network maintains throughput even in an
environment with more than this number of
Table 1 Specifications of software-based
system

Fig.7 Measuring system for Mobile Ring
network

Fig.8 Measuring system for hierarchical
network for comparison
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Fig.9 Performance comparison between
Mobile Ring and hierarchical network (software-based system)
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MNs. The decrease in throughput is also gradual. These results reveal the advantages of the
Mobile Ring over hierarchical networks, as
discussed earlier. Nevertheless, the throughput
of the Mobile Ring network decreases significantly when approximately 100,000 MNs are
registered. However, this reduction is due to
the Linux-dependent software control for
packet forwarding, and does not reflect the
basic performance of the LMA packet-forwarding method.
5.2 Implementation by network
processor
To verify the basic performance of the
LMA packet forwarding method, we performed an evaluation using a hardware-based
implementation with network processors［9］.
This evaluation involved the use of a Radisys
ENP-2611［11］ board installed with an Intel
IXP2400 network processor［ 10］. Table 2
shows the relevant specifications. Figure 10
illustrates the installation of the LMA and
GW. Figure 11 shows the processing configuration. A multithread micro-engine is used for
data-plane processing, which handles receiving, processing, and transmission of packets.
Intel’s XScale core is used for control-plane
processing, which handles mobility management (MN registration) and ring management
(connection management with the adjacent
LMAs). The binding list is recorded in the

DRAM managed by the kernel. The
LMA/GW, installed in a 1 U chassis featuring
a board installed with a network processor, has
three GbE interfaces. Two of the interfaces are
used for connections within the ring network,
and the remaining interface is used as the
wireless access network interface in the case
of an LMA and as the external network interface in the case of a GW.
We constructed the same network as indicated in Fig. 7 using four LMAs and one GW
and measured the transfer throughput within
the ring as well as the transfer throughput to
and from the access network. In addition, we
measured the delay when the packet passed
through each LMA, with reference to the
external network (which was assumed to have
a delay value of 0). Each LMA features
100,000 registered MNs, and 100 Mbps of

Fig.10 Installation of LMA based on network processor

Table 2 Specifications of LMA and GW

Fig.11 Processing configuration of LMA
and GW based on network
processor
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traffic is transferred to each LMA from an
external network, to destinations corresponding to 10,000 of the 100,000 registered MNs.
Figure 12 shows an example of measurement results. The figure shows that throughput
values in the ring network and the access network are maintained at 400 Mbps and
100 Mbps, respectively, regardless of frame
size. In other words, packet losses do not arise
in the GW or the LMAs. The delay at the
maximum frame size is 200 microseconds
between the external network and LMA4, for
which the delay is the largest. This value suggests that the delay is several tens of
microseconds per LMA. We thus conclude

Fig.12 Performance of Mobile Ring net-

work based on LMA with network
processor

that this system can be used for voice communication and video distribution, applications
subject to stringent requirements in the minimization of delay times.

6 Outdoor demonstration
experiment and future
development
Based on the confirmation of basic performance, we conducted an outdoor demonstration experiment at the Yokosuka Research
Park in March 2006, in collaboration with
［ 1 3 ］.
KDDI R&D Laboratories, Inc.［ 1 2 ］
Figure 13 shows the configuration of the
experimental system. In this experiment, we
connected wireless LAN base stations and
LMAs to an outdoor fiber-optic network to
form a Mobile Ring network. We used an
experimental vehicle and successfully demonstrated handover within the Mobile Ring network at the speed of a running vehicle. We
also successfully demonstrated handover
between the Mobile Ring network and EVDO, the third-generation cellular system.
Based on these results, we are now performing
tests for practical application of the technology in commercial networks.

Fig.13 Network configuration of demonstration experiment
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7 Conclusions
This article presented a discussion of the
Mobile Ring network, a large-capacity mobile
network technology that will enable implementation of a mobile Internet in large cities.
Most proposals for such a mobile Internet
have been tested only in small laboratory networks. However, if the technology is to be put
to practical use, high scalability—to accom-

modate several hundred thousand to several
millions of users—is indispensable. From this
perspective, we have proposed a Mobile Ring
network, evaluated basic performance, and
assessed hardware-based implementation, in
addition to outdoor experiments on a testbed
network. We have now completed pre-commercialization research and development and
are eagerly looking forward to future commercialization.
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